The Distance from Science to Common Life
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Science is basement to sustain society and human beings, and the science philosophy is precise, logical and humanity in order to induction of the world. My theme topic here is about the Distance from Science to Common Life, I began write it in after I landed the United States from China this year and published it in my Linkedin.com homepage in April 2 2017 [1].

Aristotle, the Scientist in Greek, 384 - 322 BC, his writings cover many science subjects—including Physics, Biology, Metaphysics or Logic and more, and his comprehensive system of Western Philosophy affects till now, as I will express the theme on science to common life here [2].

As I was thinking of Science, Science is the Palace to stay at the high qualify life on knowledge and spiritual, it is closer influenced the earth's situation and the life circle, which connected among Nature, Discovery, Technique, Biology, Medicine, Religion, Architecture or Arts. The current subjects to Science have diversity into Geography, Physics, Chemistry, Medicine, Zoology, Evolutionary Theory and more; Then, Science is abstract to most peoples, then, there is no much difficult to find the application coming from Science's achievement in common life, such as the computer to study, the modern kitchen to cooking, speedy car to game or ECMO mechanize to support life [3].

Francis Bacon was an English Philosopher since 1561 - 1626, he has contribution to the basis of Scientific Method and Medicine; by his observation and induction he has influence in the modern words so great as described the views of riding in train, sending a telegram, sitting in an easy chair, crossing the channel of the Atlantic Ocean, eating a good dinner, enjoying a beautiful garden, or undergoing a painless surgical operation...” [4]. Does the Science description in the words from 600 years ago had become to real common life now?

It is a longer time taking from science to common life, as Timer, in order to make a device to count time, the development curve by science is from stone timer, to quartz watch or electric watch, each steps include wisdom and brilliant from Science. About two hundred years ago, Scientist T.A Edison worked at his laboratory to test about 2000 different materials to find the right one in conversion of electricity to light for bulb bright, he might not be able to imagine that one day along the streets there could hang up plenty of bulb, and during the night, the uncountable bulb together to bright a city, Science makes the common life easy and comfortable.

Considering of Science, it is honorable and respectable for the Scientists - the people working for Science [5], with the birth of a Scientist, there is as a star born in the Universal which bring us power and wisdom and strengthen.
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